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ACQUARIO PLANTER
n   The Acquario rectangular planter features gently rounded corners. 

The walls of the planter are at least 70mm thick (maximum thickness 95mm) 

with a base of 50mm. The base of the planter features a drainage hole.

n   Acquario is steel-reinforced; the inner side walls have four galvanised steel axle 

boxes set into the concrete and connected to the steel reinforcement system. 

M16 eyebolts may be fixed to these to make it easier to install and move the 

filled planter.

n   The Acquario Planter is available with levelling adjustable feet.

n  All concrete planters can be polished and treated on request.

This stylish modular linear planter attained the characteristics of the Demetra bench 

during conception. Monolithic and modular, this furniture is the advancement of 

existing concrete and stone planters, due to its innovative water storage device 

which serves as a water reservoir and allows overflowing water to be diffused via an 

opening at the front of the planter.

n   Self levelling base, making it possible to compensate a ground slope up to 6%, 

making the product perfectly levelled with the ground

n   The planter is manufactured using precious stonee (marble aggregate) and the 

base is reinforced through axle boxes which permit the levelling.

n   The water storage device is fitted in the main component.

n   The planter is reinforced and sandblasted. The top surface of the precious stone 

planters come polished with acrylic varnish. All other surfaces can be polished 

and treated on request.

n   The aggregates used do not absorb water and are frost-resistant, guaranteeing 

a product that will not alter over time and, at the same time, preventing mould 

formation.
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ARTEMIDE PRECIOUS STONE PLANTER NEW!

 Dimensions
Product  Shape L x W Height Capacity Weight Finish 
Description   (mm) (mm) (Lt) (kg)  

Acquario Planter  Rectangular 1950 x 670 600  700 Clear Acrylic Resin 

Artemide Planter  Rectangular 1800 x 600 470  680 Precious Stone 
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 Dimensions Seat
Product  Shape L x W Height Height Weight Finish 
Description   (mm) (mm) (mm) (kg)  

Classica 1220 Circular  Circular 1220Ø 650 n/a 910 Clear Acrylic Resin with Copper Band 

Classica 1620 Circular  Circular 1620Ø 650 n/a 1468 Clear Acrylic Resin with Copper Band 

Classica 2020 Circular  Circular 2020Ø 650 n/a 2114 Clear Acrylic Resin with Copper Band 

CLASSICA 1220 CIRCULAR
n   Classica planters consist of a circular concrete body enhanced by a copper band* 

running in the central groove around their full circumference.

n   The planter is equipped with a permanent water reservoir, rooting ventilation 

system and overflow drain.

n   Manufactured from steel-reinforced precast concrete which is vibrated and can 

be polished and treated on request.

n   The body is attached to a separate concrete base by three steel bolts in steel axle 

boxes, set into the concrete of the base. These steel bolts can be adjusted to level 

the planter to compensate for a slope of up to 6% from the original.

n   Planters are supplied pre-assembled. To install, place base elements and adjust 

level. ‘Lock’ adjustment bolts in the level position and manoeuvre top elements 

into position. The completed planter is now ready for positioning. The planter is 

equipped with hot dip galvanised steel eyes to make 

it easier to lift and move – even when fully planted.

*Please note banding is also available in stainless steel.

CLASSICA 1620 CIRCULAR CLASSICA 2020 CIRCULAR
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